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History Theatre entertains, educates, and inspires through creating, developing, and producing new and existing works that ex-
plore Minnesota's past and the diverse American experience. Its work provides a unique lens which links our past to the present, 
explores our common heritage, and illuminates our understanding of what it means to be American.  

POSITION TITLE   Sound/ Lighting Intern 

 

POSITION SUMMARY  

A Sound/Lighting intern will assist the Master Electrician with either sound or lighting  
for a History Theatre production. 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES  

An Sound/Lighting Intern will help strike and set up for shows as well as work with the Master Electrician to trouble 
shoot any issues that arise.   The Intern will assist with hanging, and focusing lighting instruments, as well as  
maintaining equipment.   

 

 

QUALIFICATIONS  

 Must be able to lift 50lb+ and the ability to stand and walk for extended periods and to climb stairs. 

 Basic knowledge of sound and lighting equipment. 

 Must be dependable and reliable as the intern will be counted on as part of the crew to complete builds. 

 Have the ability to take direction and work as part of a team or independently. 

 Willing to work on a grid hanging lighting instruments. 

 Able to work with power tools and heavy equipment. 

 Comfortable in an environment that might require flexibility and adaptability. 

 

VALUE TO THE INTERN 

The internship will allow interns to have a hands on experience by working with the Master Electrician  
receiving feedback in a supportive learning environment.  Interns will have an opportunity to learn about the inner 
working of the theatre and received credit at an institution.   

 

TIME COMMITMENT  & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

This internship is available Fall and Spring.  Candidates must able to commit at least 12 consecutive weeks.   
The Intern will be working during the season which typically runs September through the end of May.   
The schedule may shift depending on the needs of the organization.   
This position offers flexible scheduling. Parking and transportation costs are the responsibility of the Intern. 

 

CONTACT 

Jill Boon, Audience Services Manager, 651-292-4323 x102, volunteer@historytheatre.com 


